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Section A.
In this section, there are 12 questions. Fill in the correct answer in the space
provided at the end of each question. Each correct answer is worth 5 points.
1 1 1
1. Real numbers p, q, r satisfy the equations p+q+r=26 and
+ + = 31. Find the
p q r
p q r p r q
value of
+ + + + + .
q r p r q p
AnswerĈ

2.

At a charity dinner, each person consumed half a plate of rice, a third of a plate
of vegetables and a quarter of a plate of meat. Overall, 65 plates of food were
served. What is the number of people at the charity dinner ?
AnswerĈ

3.

How many triples (x, y, z) of positive integers satisfy xyz = 32010 and
x ≤ y ≤ z < x + y?
AnswerĈ

4.

E is a point on the side BC of a rectangle ABCD such that if a fold is made along
AE, as shown in the diagram below, the vertex B coincides with a point F on the
side CD. If AD = 16 cm and BE = 10 cm, what is the length of AE, in cm ?
D

F

C
E

A

5.

B

AnswerĈ

cm

What is the smallest four-digit number which has exactly 14 positive divisors
(including 1 and itself), such that the units digit of one of its prime divisors is 3?
AnswerĈ

6.

7.

Let f ( x) be a fourth-degree polynomial. f (t ) stands for the value of this
polynomial while x=t. If f (1) = f (2) = f (3) = 0 , f (4) = 6 , f (5) = 72 , what’s
the last digit of the value of f (2010) ?
AnswerĈ
A square ABCD circumscribed a circle and two semicircles each with radius 1
cm. As shown in the diagram, the circle and two semicircles touch each other,
and two sides of the square touch the circle also. Find, in cm2, the area of the
square ABCD.
C
D

A

B

AnswerĈ
cm2
8. Let p and q be prime numbers such that p 3 + q 3 + 1 = p 2 q 2 . What is the
maximum value of p + q ?
AnswerĈ
9. The sum of n positive integers, not necessarily distinct, is 100. The sum of any 7
of them is less than 15. What is the minimum value of n?
AnswerĈ
10. P is a point inside triangle ABC such that ∠ABP = 20° , ∠PBC = 10° ,
∠ACP = 20° and ∠PCB = 30° . Determine ∠CAP , in degree.
AnswerĈ
!ƶ
11. A farmer has 100 pigs and 100 chickens. He has four yards each having square
shape and forming together 2 × 2 grid. Farmer wants to distribute his animals
into the yards in such way that first row has 120 heads, second row has 300 legs
and first column has 100 heads, second column has 320 legs. How many
different ways of doing this?

ways
AnswerĈ
12. An animal shelter consists of five cages in a row, labelled from left to right as
shown in the diagram below. There is one animal in each cage.
Red
Silver
Brown
White
Gray
Wolf
Lion
Fox
Cow
Horse
The five animals are indeed a wolf, a lion, a fox, a cow and a horse, and their
colours are indeed red, silver, brown, white and gray. However, none of the
labels matches any of the animals (For instance, the wolf is not red). Moreover,
no animal is in or next to a cage whose label either matches its type or its colour.
If the horse is not in the middle cage, what is the colour of the horse?
(NoteĈWrite R for red, S for silver, B for Brown, W for white and G for Gray.)
AnswerĈ

Section B.
Answer the following 3 questions, and show your detailed solution in the
space provided after each question. Each question is worth 20 points.

1. Point A and B lie on the sides of a square, segment AB divides the square into two
polygons each of which has an inscribed circle. One of the circles has radius 6 cm
while the other one is larger. What is the difference, in cm, between the side length
of the square and twice the length of segment AB ?

2. A small bag of candy contains 6 pieces. A medium bag of candy contains 9 pieces.
A large bag of candy contains 20 pieces. If we buy candy in bags only, what is the
largest number of pieces of candies which we cannot obtain exactly?

3. There is a list of numbers a1 , a2 , …, a2010 . For 1 ≤ n ≤ 2010 , where n is positive
integer, let Sn = a1 + a2 + L + an . If a1 = 2010 and S n = n 2 an for all n, what is
the value of a2010 ?

